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Taking'care'in'the'car'
'
Whilst being driven from place to place, the car offers its occupants a social setting for talk about delicate,
awkward or difficult subjects, and for the production of a caring ethic, so that the needs of others might be met.
This mobile social phenomenon is consequential rather than accidental. By its physical confines, the car creates a
sense of enclosure, and seeming privacy and isolation. By its interior arrangement, the car places passenger and
driver proximate to each other, though tellingly, seated side-by-side rather than face-to-face. Our chapter
considers how an ethic and language of care takes place by considering in-car film footage of two men (Ford and
Greg) who car share on a one hour commute to and from work. We join the pair the morning after Greg has
reported some troubling family news to Ford. Analysis of the data (documenting interactive talk and embodied
practice) allows us to consider how car travel enables certain things to be said, and sentiments expressed, that in
other social settings might be less comfortably articulated. The surprising ease with which troubles are shared,
and needs met – whilst driving and passengering tasks continue to happen – suggests that arguments concerning
a ‘relational ethic of care’ might usefully be extended and mobilised.
!

1. CAR, CARE, SHARE
The absence of care leads, in the famous Durkheimian sociological argument, to suicide. Similarly
for Harvey Sacks the threat of suicide becomes a device for discovering if anybody cares (1987).
With the fundamental nature of this relationship in mind, how might we begin to understand the
many kinds of caring and efforts to care? We might first speak of tenderness, shown and shared
between lovers, or parents and their children. Or, we might say we care about something: about, for
instance, the fortunes of a football club, or the effectiveness of the city council, or possibly a
campaign for nuclear disarmament. Taking care in a more institutional direction we could say there
are the ways in which nurses, teachers and others care for someone. Whether and in what we ways
we care about one another are, as the noted philosopher Carol Gilligan (1982) argued, at the basis
of our family life, workplaces and friendships. Accordingly, we should be careful to be clear about
what we mean by care and, by association, how we can go about seeking out its occurrence in
ordinary social life.
Barnett has written persuasively both of the possibilities and the limits of Gilligan’s work (and
comparably the feminist theories of Noddings 1984) for understanding the geographies of care. As
Barnett argues, her work recovering the family as a site for care valorised the proximate and the
partial, leaving us without a way of considering how we might care about the lives and fates of
distant others. Drawing on Joan Tronto’s ideas he returns our moral disposition towards wider
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structures of social and economic power. With those in mind, Barnett neatly outlines four forms of
care:
1. the capacity to be attentive to the needs of others;
2. the capacity of taking responsibility for meeting needs
for care;
3. the capacity to actually provide care competently;
4. the capacity to be responsive to the ongoing needs of
receivers of care. (Barnett, 2007: 1067)
What is particularly useful about this categorisation of care is that it helps us begin to differentiate
between the moral qualities and intentions that attend upon on each capacity. Elsewhere Barnett
(Barnett, 2005) expresses these moralities as: caring about, caring for, care giving and care receiving.
The last of these four has received the least attention in thinking about caring even though it pairs
up with the previous three. Barnett himself in his 2007 piece appearing to shift his emphasis back
towards the carers rather than the cared for. Here, we would like to stay with Barnett’s original
emphasis on the acceptance, response and perhaps even the earning of care. As Gilligan herself
noted (1982), it is entirely wrong-headed to think of care as a uni-directional or monological
phenomenon. Care is constitutive of, and constituted by a relational ethic. We might contend that
care cannot be subject-centred, and to exist must emerge in those social spaces in-between.
Our intentions can be further refined. Rather than securing clear definitions of care we might begin
to examine as Barnett suggests care-giving in terms of ‘actual practices meeting needs’ (2005: 593).
Figured so, this can become an inquiry into practical action, reflection, advice, problem-solving,
generosity and, more basically, the sheer presence of being-there; that is of care’s embodiment as
the listening ear or shoulder-to-cry-on. However, getting at, or catching actual practices of care as
an empirical phenomenon in a research setting is much the harder task. Care can often be a
privately expressed sentiment; although not exclusively so. To protect vulnerabilities, and to keep
others’ confidences, caring often happens in places away from the attentions of (less caring or
concerned) others. At home, in bedrooms and bathrooms, around dinner tables and plunked in
front of televisions, care takes place, and assumes personality. Settled domestic spaces aside, the car
provides a mobile site for caregiving. In the car, a private place passing through public space, care
occurs close-up, side-by-side, between driver and passenger. But, as we shall later discover, car care
can also enrol the lives of distant others and loved ones. Moreover, the car is a globally distributed
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local setting for virtues of care to be shown and felt. Harry Ferguson (2009) demonstrates how the
car serves as an effective setting for consultation, compassion and consolation. For children in care,
and their carers, it is a mobile setting that surprisingly brings social services into alignment with
psychoanalytic theories about the qualities of a place for effective provision. That this is the case
might be attributable, in part, to the atmosphere of warmth and enclosure that its structure and
technology-rich environment are equipped to produce. In other respects, the ‘openness’ and glassy
transparency of its design can challenge feelings of containment. If the car is a bubble of privacy
that operates and moves within public space, as its occupants we are open to the gaze of others,
albeit in a time-limited way. Caught in city traffic, if we weep, argue wildly or laugh out loud,
among road users and passers-by these bursts of emotion are broadly visible, and yet quite what has
been said to lead to their expression remains unheard. Indeed it is only certain bold expressions like
these that are visible, not the momentary raising of an eyebrow or downturn of a mouth. The
architecture of the car is akin to a home with a wall cut away, levels of exposure increase. Though
that exposure is likely only be to fleeting, as the flow of moving traffic takes us away from any public
audience. Or rather, there is a landscape to whether we see one another in our cars more or less
fleetingly.
At this juncture, it is worth beginning to consider whether the car is remarkable in shaping a
contemporary, and mobile, setting for care. In other words, how consequential is a car’s “car-ness”
to the emergence of care? We have flagged already (Laurier et al., 2008) how the physical
organization of the fabric of the car, and its operating controls, and seating arrangement allows for
various kinds of “open” conversation and confessional. Because the practical demands of attentive
driving make regular eye-contact difficult, perhaps surprisingly for those who assume face-to-face is
the ideal for communication, sensitive issues, profound topics and awkward things can be and are,
said. All the more so when a car journey is long, the togetherness of driving, like the togetherness
found when walking (Lee & Ingold, 2006; Lorimer et al., 2002), or running (Greif 2009) which
provides the rhythm and unfolding backdrop for the slow reception of information, and for
considered response.
Additional to this, the car-sharing arrangements between work colleagues that we have examined
show particular kinds of care operating where there is a special value that comes from being neither
quite a friend nor a family member, their association being more akin to the looser forms of
affiliation found among flatmates (Laurier et al., 2007). Care here is not necessarily expected or an
obligatory thing, not sought on the basis of someone you are entitled to count upon, as it might be in
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biological or familial social relations. Acquaintanceships – which seems the most apposite term to
employ (Goffman, 1963) – among car-sharers are more provisional, transient and conditional on
conjoined conditions of work. In spite of this element of Goffmanesque social uncertainty, and we
might well argue because of the detached-attachment it brings to relations, care still takes place. Why?
Car rides which are a founding element of a commuting experience are routine, habitual and
rhythmic in quality: comprised of journey-in, journey-out, journey-in, journey-out, ad nauseum.
There are thus known times and places along the route taken – busy junctions, backed-up rush-hour
queues, quieter back-roads and long, clear straights – which offer themselves up for the sharing of
troubles, of woes, of stresses, and strains, of work-related or home-related difficulties, and for care
and indifference to be offered and received. Familiarity with the intricacies of the route travelled
daily creates spaces, and stretches, suited for “deeper” or further reaching forms of conversation.
Meanwhile, familiarity with someone close enough to be companionable, but who ordinarily might
not be seen socially outwith the confines of the journey to work then becomes a feature of ordinary
car-sharing travel. No-one in the car has made a special journey, or great emotional investment, to
be there, then: their presence is a given. As such this is a neat reversal of the argument that Larsen
and Urry (2006) made about the miles that must be covered to maintain family and friend networks
through visiting, attending birthdays etc.
2. MATES
Having sketched out our interest in the relationship between Barnett’s ideas of care and the mobile
setting of the car what we would now like to do is stretch inquiry in a further novel direction. Where
much of the research on care has drawn sought to recover territories of social life overlooked
because they were hidden in the home and the family (De Vault, 1991), or from studies of the caring
professions (Mol, 2008; Street, 1992) or equally, as Barnett has done, to consider how we care (or
not) for distant others, what we examine in the following example is men caring for one another.
Specifically, this relationship concerns two men. These men have shared the car journey to work for
over five years. Truth to tell, when first examining the video recordings of their journeys together
we were struck by qualities to, and features in, their exchanges that we variously referred to as
‘blokey-ness’, ‘matey-ness’ or ‘buddy-ness’. However, in the ascription of identifiable qualities or
features we do want to attend carefully to social configurations of gender, so as not to prefigure
masculinity such that it determines how care will be given and received (Tiger 1999). Here we want
to take time to unpick exactly how that recognisably matey relationship is constituted such that an
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ethic of trust emerges out of shared trust and understanding, whilst at the same time accepting for
the partiality of the car-share as a social arrangement.
One of the difficulties inherent to studies of men looking after one another is that researchers have
struggled to enter into the everyday places where this kind of care happens. The pub remains a site
at the heart of the adult world, yet it remains mostly absent from studies of sociality and sociability
(Oldenberg, 1997). Traditionally, it is understood, and popularly represented, as an obvious place
for men to pour out their heart, or tell of trouble and strife. Elsewhere, there are the cafés, football
pitches, football grounds, golf courses, mountains, bowling alleys and more (Gaita, 2003; Putnam,
2000) that play host to men’s modern lives. These are some of the obvious places where we might
find buddy relationships to blossom. In Greif’s recent sociological survey (2009) male friendship
must be differentiated according to the lifecourse, and to greater or lesser degree by categorical
indices of identity, such as social status, ethnicity and mobility which are then reflected in men’s
lifeworlds. Yet as we have flagged already the car is a mobile-site, and the particular shape of
togetherness that its use enables, makes for special characteristics that are worthy of note. It is the
transient relationship of joint transportation. This transience appears to enable as much as inhibits.
At one extreme, this transience is manifest in the stranger that you meet on a long train or plane
journey and find yourselves sharing all manner of intimate stories. We are willing to do this because
the consequences of disclosure are so very different from sharing the same stories with family or
friends. Judgement or opinion is not coloured by a greater knowledge of personality traits, or fitted
into knowledge of a longer biographical arc. Commuting destroys the special transience of
companionship during a single long journey, yet preserves some aspects of it.
The two men whom we will soon turn our attention can be regarded as fellow travellers in a direct
sense. Ford and Greg have in common an index of social roles by which identity can be defined and
recognised. Both are middle managers in the workplace. Both are family men, in the middle years of
life. Both are sports fans. In looking at how they care for one another these shared interests are
important since, of course, work issues, loved-ones and the world of sport are amongst the things
they care about, and, they set up mutual expectations of what the other will care about at any given
time. These social roles are of further pertinence because they make one another peers for most
practical purposes during their commuting together. Again we feel there is a pleasing challenge to
how the social sciences have theorised and studied care through turning to a situation when one
does not have the ongoing expectation of responsibility toward the other.
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Their relationship as we noted earlier is based on sharing the journey to work. It can terminate
when their need to commute by the same route ends. Indeed, it did conclude (as we would later
learn) when Greg moved abroad. If we look at either family care, professional care or the care of
distant others we miss these looser forms of caring; opportunistic, not always of longstanding, prone
to disarticulation or very likely to come to a swift end. Perhaps because they are less structured or
less prolonged, they appear less significant and yet, of course, they belong to that realm gathered
together under third spaces, the civic and the public. Indeed we might contrast for a moment the
togetherness that emerges in commuting in the same car with commuting on the same London bus.
What might it be to think of the car and the bus as spaces of public life?

3. CAR
When we think about Gilligan’s concept of care in the light of the mobile practices that we have in
our car data then we might possibly understand care by its successes where the other recovers, is
assuaged, re-assured, but then who is to judge what works and what doesn’t. When we watch
certain video fragments from our corpus we feel there are instances where care-giving successfully
meets care receiving (Barnett 2005). Equally, we come across offers of care that are not received for
all manner of reasons. Care is sometimes partially accepted. Care can be spurned. Care can go
unnoticed. Care can be unintentionally effective. And, care doesn’t always have its intended effects.
We can do more than wonder as to whether there is a conversational point where casual chitchat
and (car-contained) conviviality ends, and care begins. Of course, other than when a direct plea is
made for ‘Help!’, attempting to figure out a commonly discernible break or watershed in (carsharing) social relations is mistaken. Better then to think of the ongoing shifts, or phases in-and-out
of topics that may, or may not, require the active attentions, or intervention, of the listener. It is
here where the collection of approaches from conversation analysis can aid our inquiry since their
concern has always been with how speakers attend (or fail to attend) to one another and in what
ways. As we hinted in our opening paragraph one of the first works in this field was analysing calls
to a suicide centre where whether, and in what ways, anyone cared for a person was a live issue. A
concern with the giving and receiving of care has lead to the classic studies of doctor-patient
relationships (Button & Casey, 1985; Heath, 1986; Heritage & Maynard, 2006; Maynard, 2003)
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4. FORD and GREG
Over the five years or more that Ford and Greg have been commuting, car-occupancy has
gradually shrunk from a four person share to a remaining two. One guy got a new job that had him
move away from the area. The commitment of another was always half-hearted, and thus a little
hard to handle. Ford and Greg were relieved when he gradually fell out of the picture. In the now
settled arrangement where each is a car-owner, the pair still maintain a simple system of alternating
weekly between vehicles thus sharing out petrol consumption, general wear and tear on the vehicle,
and the chance to snatch a bonus nap early in the morning while the other drives. Their journey is a
fairly long one, extending to a bit over one hour. It takes them from a small town, along a main
trunk road passing through countryside, into the city, and their places of work. Occasionally during
the weekends their involvement in a number of sports activities in the small town brings them
together, but their main periods together are confined the car.
As part of our research project on car sharing they generously filmed commuting travel over the
course of a month where, among routine matters of work and home that came and went, a major
event unfolded. Ford’s biological mother was diagnosed with a terminal illness and he became
involved in her care. What we will look at is a video fragment a day or two after Ford broke the
news of his biological mother’s illness to Greg. It is early in the morning, having refuelled the car
Ford (A) has just returned from the pay kiosk. Greg (B) has been sitting inside the car. During the
wait he would appear to have been composing a story. It is recounted on Ford’s return.

((Ford enters))
A:

H::: ((exhales/sighs))
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((turns ignition, grabs gear lever, [pulls seatbelt on]))
+
B:

[I got a phonecall] from the (0.5) ((looks across))

hotel in Toronto
A:

Oh aye ((F2F))

B:

Last night ((B looks sideways))

B:

(1.0) Just eh, just checkin that you know we don’t, we don’t

normally get eh (0.5) [bookins for] ten people (0.5)
A:

[((looks across smiling))
+

B:

[all prepaid in advance::
+

A:

[((starts engine))

B:

[da di dah di dah is that >what you meant to do<

A:

[((negotiates route across garage forecourt))

B:

Uh huh ((smiles at Ford))

B:

° oh right aye °
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B:

And you know that eh ((looks with Ford for sideways traffic as they

leave petrol station)) if you cancel then there’s no [refunds and y you
can’t
+
A:

[((shrugs))

B:

Yup that’s fine

B:

[Oh right (3.0)
+

A:

[((Looks across))

A:

(([smiling
+

B:

(([We’ve got some other rates that would allow you to. Where you

can cancel up to six o’clock on the day before ((waves hand))
A:

.t

B:

Oh aye it’s all right ((looks across at Ford))

B:

((laughing)) If any of them decide not to come it’s (.) we’ll just

pay the money
A:

((rubs moustache)) I take it the other rates are more ((looks

across)) expensive of course
B:

It’s: t:t

thirty dollars, fifteen quid a night more expensive (.)

[for that] facility.
+
A:

[((shrugs))]

B:

° Ah fuck it ° [fhhhh]
+

A:

[The only] person that’s likely to cancel to be honest

with you is me
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It is a long dialogue to absorb in one reading yet our desire here is to take the reader through some
of the longer adjustments, excuses, sympathy and conversational history running through the fine
weave of this fragment. Let us retrace our steps, to just before the dialogue begins, when Greg is
sitting alone in the car. During the wait, there is ample time to prepare a story revolving around the
kind of ordinary adventure which they enjoy reporting to one another. The preparedness of the
story is observable in the careful timing of its opening. Greg waits and watches Ford and finding an
available point in the sequence of getting the car started he begins ‘I got a phonecall…’
This first part of the dialogue, the telling of the story, speaks of a well-turned and well-tuned
narrative. Greg delivers the tale smoothly, using reported speech from a phone conversation
between himself and a hotel booking agent, made as preparations are put in place for a men’s
weekend trip away being planned for some point later that same year. As many earlier writers have
noted, reporting speech provides an elegant way of involving the recipient of the story in the story,
particularly in terms of making their own assessments of what the other party said (Clift & Holt,
2006). Greg waits for appreciations from Ford in the form of wry smiles and what is of interest to us
here is how these are also woven into their moving slowly off the garage forecourt which further
dramatises the tale through the possibilities of pausing for longer at various junctures. However, the
recipient work that Ford ought to be doing is also complicated by his other task as a driver properlyaware of other road-users. In terms of being able to turn toward Greg both to show he is attending
to the reported talk and also to smile at Greg's humorous telling, he has to wait until a clear stretch
of road up ahead comes clearly into view (see fig 1 & 2).
if you cancel then there’s no [refunds and y you can’t

Fig 1. View while still turning out of petrol station
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B:

Yup that’s fine

Fig 1. View of open road ahead
Once the driver identifies a stretch of uncongested road, and anticipates the prospect of
uncomplicated driving ahead, he can begin to provide a more conventional set of recipient glances
to display his uptake and assessment of the passenger's story.
However his uptake takes an unexpected twist as Greg's reports the agent's warnings. Here what
Greg is anticipating is that Ford will unquestioningly align himself with the clear expression of
confidence he earlier voiced down the phone. There's a hint of this intervention:
B:

(([We’ve got some other rates that would allow you to. Where you

can cancel up to six o’clock on the day before ((waves hand))
A:

.t

Here, rather than laughter or smiling, Ford may be seeking to add a point of consequence. Sure
enough after Greg's next turn, Ford comes up with a question about the rates for the rooms. The
question now gives a clear indication that Greg's story of the booking agent's phonecall is not going
to play out in quite the way that he expected it to do.
A:

I take it the other rates are more expensive of course
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B:

It’s: t:t

thirty dollars, fifteen quid a night more expensive [for

that] facility.
+
A:
B:

[((shrugs))]
° Ah fuck it ° [fhhhh]
+

A:

[The only] person that’s likely to cancel to be honest

with you is me and I’ll have to make that decision if I need to
A:

And that just depends on what happens with Betty's health ((looks

across)) basically
B:

.hh

A:

At the moment I can completely plan to go (.)

A:

I really can’t say by the time

B:

..hhh Well [see
+

A:

[September come rounds what state she’s in can I

B:

If you cancel (1.0)

B:

Somebody else, and we’d get somebody else to go

A:

Aye

B:

The hotel doesnae care who stays [there] (you know)
+

A:

[Exactly] Exactly

B:

So you would get that money °back °

B:

And the flight

A:

But I [knew] ((lays hand out))
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+
B:

[the flight] doesn’t get paid till August anyway

Of the ten people whose room bookings have been paid for in advance, Ford determines that he is
now the likeliest to cancel, as a consequence of his mother having been diagnosed with a terminal
illness. The booking agent's concerns about early pre-payment now seem well justified. However,
the rates which allow for cancellation are expensive enough to allow Ford to then shrug off the
consequences too. Or rather there is a way out which does not leave Greg in trouble for having
committed the group of travellers to a deal which does not allow for room cancellations. However
there is a complicated elision of consequences here evident since Greg has also failed to be attentive
to the possibility of Ford caring for his mother in hospital.
Given that Ford has told a story that pitches the fretfulness of the booking agent against him, the
cool-handed and cocksure representative of the travel group, a dilemma then arises. He realises that
his story won’t have the intended payoff (that he was absolutely right about the irrelevance of a
cancellation policy) and that it is all too evident how Ford's family complications have not been at
the forefront of his thoughts, during the previous night’s phone-call when he had only recently
heard of Ford's bad news, and now again the morning after. Given that he might appear to Ford as
self-interested, or unthinking, what is he to do? What we observe Greg doing in response is being as
accommodating as possible. Not only can Ford be replaced by someone else because 'the hotel
doesnae care' who ultimately will occupy its rooms, but it is the rest of the group who will take it
upon themselves to find that substitute. The message is clear and unambiguous: it will not be Ford's
responsibility to find his own replacement. Greg then goes on to show that he and the rest of the
group will help Ford out since the cost of the flight need not be paid yet either. The 'aw fuck it'
attitude taken towards whether money may be lost or not which Greg used to neatly tie up his
original version of the story about the hotel booking, is now unstitched to make sure that Ford's
interests will indeed get looked after by the group. Self-interest is transformed into a definitive show
of regard for someone, by others.
Even as Greg is doing this show of caring about Ford's interests for him, Ford himself has other
lingering concerns:
A:

But I [knew I ((shrugs with hands wide))
+
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B:
A:

[the flight] doesn’t get paid till August anyway
And I discussed this with Ella we both agreed well ((shrugs with

hands wide)) just gotta (.) gotta go with it and eh see how things are
(2.0)

B:

Absolutely .h:: (inhales))

B:

((both are looking over the their right at main road junction)) I

mean it’s::
A:

[((mumbles))

B:

[It’s hellish and it’s crap but you can’t put ((glances out side
window)) ((0.5))
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A:

No you [can’t put your life] on hold
+

B:

[everything

° on hold]

Ford's other concern, which we see him bring in and then reason through with Greg, is to account
for a negative assessment of making the trip abroad (something we note which Greg has not yet
brought up), that is, why would he choose to go on such a trip at a time when his mother may very
likely be on the point of death? At the outset, and in moving on from Greg's initial story, we
encounter a version of another care-oriented conversation that has happened away from the car.
This conversation, however, goes unreported aside from its summation: Ford and his wife have
come to an agreement about how best to conduct their lives during his mother’s illness. In Ford’s
cut-off beginning, and then again when he has the space to say what conclusions he and his wife
have come to about what to do, he prefaces their shared attitude toward the ill mother with a shrug
of his upper body. Rather than concentrate on either its sequential position in advance of 'gotta go
with it', or quite exactly what sort of stance we are seeing displayed, what we can note is the gestural
space within the car that is utilised by Ford. The open hands and shoulder lift of the shrug are done
on the passenger side of his body. They are thus produced with the practical concern of continuing
to hold the steering wheel with the other hand while also being in a zone where they should be seen
as being for the passenger's attention (Nevile, 2004).
As to how Greg receives Ford and his wife's approach to the illness - 'just gotta go with and see how
things are' - he provides a high-grade assessment 'absolutely', displaying his agreement that this as
an appropriate approach to be take in the circumstances (Pomerantz, 1984). It is at this point when
matters become especially interesting, because a convergence occurs between the conversational
organisation and the organisation of driving. Both operations have their anticipations or projections
of 'what happens next'. With Ford seemingly having completed his justification for going on the trip
as planned such that the decision will not prey on his conscience, Greg now finds an opportunity to
provide an enlarged assessment of the difficult situation that Ford finds himself in. This occurs at the
very same moment that the car must pull out from an uphill junction, entering a main road from a
minor one. To do so safely, Ford has to lean forward, craning his neck, so as to be able to turn his
head around to the right and make sure the road is clear of oncoming cars. Similarly, Greg takes a
first and slightly longer look, directed behind the driver’s seat, and across to the area where traffic
could potentially be approaching. After making this movement, he settles into a shifting stance
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which is uninvolved in the driving manoeuvre; a mixture of middle-distance stares and glancing
around out of the car window. It is this stance that accompanies the double extreme-caseformulation (Pomerantz, 1986) – 'it's hellish and it's crap' – and his apparently unfinished
conversational turn. Here marks the telling switchover from talk, which is allusive and generic in
tone, circulating around what to do at a time when a family member is taken seriously ill, to talk
that directly addresses the likely emotional response to such an issue. In this we hear a directness
voiced which, while we would want to be cautious about going too far in its interpretation, performs
a particular kind of ‘bloke's concern’; a concern notable for the careful expression of acceptable
compassion. The use of 'it' incidentally sidesteps either a direct assessment of Ford's plans to
continue living as normally as possible, or a reference to Ford himself. What ‘it’ does do is judge and
assess the situation in which Ford has found himself, and finally provides a delayed sympathetic
reaction to events, and, a sense from Greg that he understands how awful all of this must be for
Ford. Up until this juncture Greg had held off entirely from directly responding to Ford's bad news,
first delivered the previous day; holding off for a few turns being a common feature of bad news
delivery of course (Maynard, 2003). One thing we can perhaps see in such a lengthy delay to
responding to bad news is one of the resources for care that the daily car share provides: there is no
great premium on time, or pressure to find immediate closure. Each party knows that as weighty
and emotive issue as this can, and will, be addressed; all in good time. Moreover, if necessary it can
be returned to, several times over. What we can also see is that Greg has also found what he judges
to be an opportune moment to offer his sympathies toward both Ford and his wife. What he says
here he can say with greater confidence, since he now knows what attitude Ford and his wife are
taking towards the news of his mother's illness. And we should not forget the complexities of the
situation, in that it is Ford's biological mother – someone he was not raised by, nor that he feels all
that close to – who is seriously ill.
Meantime, of course, Ford is temporarily unavailable for any sort of exchange of glances or
monitoring of anything other than what Greg is saying. While he does have to be engaged in
watching for a gap in the oncoming traffic he does nevertheless begin to complete Greg's unfinished
turn. Turn completion being a classic conversational device for displaying affiliation (Lerner, 2004).
B:

[It’s hellish and it’s crap but you can’t put ((glances out side
window)) ((0.5))

A:

((looking away at traffic)) No you [can’t put your life] on hold
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+
B:

[everything

° on hold]

A: (2.0) (( Looking at oncoming traffic at junction))

Interestingly we end up latterly with a situation similar to what Lerner (2002) has examined in terms
of choral co-productions of turn completions. As Lerner points out there can be careful adjustments
of tempo during the turn to match the other speaker. Here in the overlapped completions they
remain out of sync and there is something of a completion tangle as Ford ultimately echoes 'on hold'
rather than providing it as a closely timed accompaniment. However it is not too great an analytical
stretch to see this, not so much as an echo, and rather as mistiming since 'can't put your life' already
projects 'hold'. There are no obvious alternative endings to the phrase. As the reader will probably
already anticipate, the challenges of the driving manoeuvre at the road junction provide plenty of
latitude around this mis-timing, taking away other inferences that might be made around the
delayed close. Under these circumstances the 'on hold' can be heard as straightforward affiliation.
This displacement and disruption of timings that might be heard as of greater inferential
consequence under different circumstances or in another social setting, is regarded as untroubling in
the car.
By this point what is now in place between Greg and Ford is an agreement over having to carry on
with life, even in the midst such difficult circumstances. All the while are still sitting waiting to pull
into traffic, and what then happens is:
A: (2.0) (( Looking at oncoming traffic at junction))
A:

And as [I say,

it,

[she would have to be pretty much just

about at death’s door I think (.)
+
[((release handbrake
B:

+
[((pull away & turn

[Yeah because you know it’s only three days and: (1.)
[((car now on main road))

A:

Tuh that’s it ((shrugs))
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B:

(.) you would know

(4.0)

B:

Aye it’ll be okay

A:

I don’t think she’ll be at death’s door by the end of September >I

hope not<

There is a slight gap in the conversation which once again is of no great consequence because both
the choral production has produced a joint closing thought on the matter of the illness and also
because Ford is busy taking that important last look at the oncoming traffic before committing them
to pulling out. As he does then execute a hill-start and left turn, he returns to the illness and the trip
and why even though he might cancel he could instead actually go on the trip as originally planned.
What has allowed this is also the introduction of some 'straight-talking' about the consequences of
illness, opened up by Greg's 'hellish and crap', and thus mention is made of 'death's door', a further
direct reference to a terminal diagnosis. It is now also a health condition and associated care
situation, which has begun to be broken down into the times where a family member ought to
reasonably expect to be immediately present, at a bedside and in person. Any such consideration of
care-giving might well include a calculation of how long or short is reasonable for a period of
absence ('only three days').
As authors and observers we found ourselves seeing, alongside Greg and Ford, how it is that men of
a certain age and unfussy character actually go about hitting on an acceptable tone for straight-talk
about deeply personal or emotionally-charged matters, and then how they follow on from such
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direct moments of address by adopting a tone (closely-related to straight-talk) of controlled
understatement. In Greg's ‘you would know…’, a drifting, open-ended comment, accompanied by a
look away out of the passenger window, there exists a voiced acknowledgement of the awful “unsaid-ness” which is inherent to the situation. As conversation analysts have long pointed out, silences
over certain matters are produced silences and can do a number of things. Preceding the unsaid and
indeed shaping it as that very object, we hear a tailing off into the long pause before 'aye it'll be
okay'. Offered now, almost as a last statement on the matter, the comment does not sound trite or
uncaring, in the same way that it would were it the first thing to be said on the subject. Rather, and
though it contains a fair degree of unsaidness, it is a supportive comment and reminder of the need
for resilience, in what might prove for Ford to be a painful and testing time ahead.
5. CONCLUSION
In our efforts to study closely this car-sharing episode we would be extremely hard pressed to
determine the meaning of care (a task which as Barnett acknowledges is to tend towards a direct
engagement with questions of moral philosophy and ethical theory) or, for that matter, to chart a
spectrum of male relations ranging from friendship to acquaintanceship. Rather, we have been
concerned with the practical operation of care, and the associated actualisation of acquaintanceship,
in just one instance involving two men talking to each other, one-to-one. In so doing we have
considered the place of care in the car, and, the car’s place in making care accessible, such that an
ethical relation of care can happen effectively and satisfactorily. Formulated as a question centring
on the social reconfiguration of being mobile this then is to ask ‘what sorts of caring relationship,
and social support, does the car produce that otherwise might exist less easily or opportunely?’ And,
since we are now concluding our reflections, another question arises by association, ‘what have we
learned about how care operates in the car?’ Certainly there are notable social particularities
constituting our studied instance of care giving and care receiving in the car that resonate with
broader characterisations of male friendship as a social phenomenon that operates as a shoulder-toshoulder (or side-by-side) relationship (Greif 2009), as opposed to women who, it is contended,
generally favour friendships which happen as face-to-face exchanges. By our understanding, this
spatial arrangement of friendship is more than simple shorthand for the kind of male relation
formed by doing things together, such as sports (Greif 2009), rather than being based on a deeper
emotional engagement. The physical layout of seats in a car, proximate but side-by-side, to which
must be added the imperative that a good driver keeps their eyes fixed on the road, creates relations
which are set-up squarely, shoulder-to-shoulder. If for men there are comforts and consolations that
arise from sitting together this way (and thus avoiding direct eye-contact during conversation) we
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would not wish to be so blunt (or so silly) as to de-limit the car as a care setting suited to men only.
We, as car users ourselves, realise that being brought close together in a car allows all sorts of
“closenesses” to form. What we can confidently and uncontroversially observe is that men are not
separated from their feelings, nor can their relations be pared down to casual camaraderie or
brusque bonhomie, and then we can more cautiously surmise that the car is a mobile setting which,
in its sealed-in separateness, allows men to buddy-up and care for each other in some comfort.
Further kinds of situated study might be oriented towards consideration of how car conversations
which are care-full show the negotiation, and use, of “passive” listening (just being there and
offering an ear) or active problem-solving (proffering advice on action to be taken in light of
conversation).
What we have also sought to show is that there is just as much about the regular qualities of
the road journey being made, and of the car-sharing arrangement, which can go towards making
care an ethical kind of relation which is surprisingly available within the confines of the car.
Conversational care in the car is a highly adaptable and resourceful social phenomenon. From the
instance studied it is evident that the demands made on attention by car driving do not necessarily
inhibit an ethic of care, nor make care any the less accessible whilst people travel together by car, or
indeed, result in reduced driving competency or specific instances of unsafe driving. In matter of
fact, the conduct of considerate driving (and “passengering”) is negotiated in tandem with careoriented interaction.
Recent efforts by Barnett and Land (2007) to complicate any easy approximation of care
with intimacy and immediacy of relations, or to instantiate its occurrence as a place-based or bound
phenomenon (and instead to consider its planetary reach as a mobile virtue) are again instructive.
Accepting the appeal that they made for interest in the ‘mundane, ordinary and everyday practice’
of care (2007: 1073), greater attention might yet be paid to situated examples of how care issues
forth in informal social and mobile settings; that is to ask how care is practised as a relation
happening whilst people are themselves are on the move, rather than care being the abstract virtue
itself in need of greater mobility. Our preference lies with observations of care as a social
phenomenon that bubbles up in working lives and working journeys, and as such has levels of
intensity that wax and wane, possibly featuring only momentarily but nonetheless tellingly, and is
thus sometimes a less deliberate presence in our lives than has so far been acknowledged. In effect,
there are greater intimacies to the practical, affective actualisation of care, displaying mixed forms of
social attentiveness and responsiveness, which remain as yet unattended. Such an observation is not
intended to undercut the socially enriching possibilities of care, or its possible reach, but instead to
expand the kinds of setting in which its value might be appreciated. Operating largely unmonitored
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and unnoticed, but by no means untapped, car-sharing offers one kind of resource for meaningful
and sustaining social activity. Such observations might usefully be read against public policy
commentaries which express fears about the intensifying impacts of social isolation, and in light of
arguments promoting car-sharing as a socially acceptable form of mobility, and as a necessary shift
away from commuting cultures characterised by single-occupancy.
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